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URRENTLY, styrene acrylate copolymers have highly been
employed in paper coating application. In sequence to contribute
to the green environment approach, different styrene acrylate
copolymers with different pigment percentages were formulated and
applied on recycled brown base paper in order to determine the most
efficient coating. The study also investigated the applicability of
Egyptian ground calcium carbonates in paper coating as an
alternative of the traditional imported kaolin pigment. The effect of
such binders on mechanical properties; water absorbency ”Cobb60”;
air permeability of paper; gloss and printability of coated paper was
explored. The water absorption of coated papers was 30gm/m2
compared with 35gm/m2 for the commercial one. This means that ink
consumption can be decreased by ≈30% in concert with the
possibility of usage of low viscous ink. Gloss of coated papers was
upgraded to more than double that of base ones. The burst strength;
ring crush and the tensile strength for the coated papers were
simultaneously improved compared with the commercial ones. The
printability of coated papers was as well superior to the commercial
one; this can evidently reduce the economical cost of the printing
process.

C

Keywords: Recycled brown base paper, Paper coating, Styrene
acrylate binders, Packaging, Printability, Offset printing.

Paper substrates are widely used in packaging due to their high strength,
flexibility, low cost and recyclability. Surface coating is one of the most
common methods to improve optical properties and surface uniformity of paper
as it regulates both ink absorption and distribution on paper (1,2). Conventionally,
paper is coated with various types of pigments such as kaolin, calcium
carbonate, titanium oxide, etc. Binders such as styrene butadiene rubber, styrene
acrylate emulsion and poly vinyl acetate were also utilized.
Porosity and surface roughness of substrate are of primary significance for
the quality of coated paper. There are many factors which influence roughness
and porosity of coated paper, namely, presence of fines, coarseness of fibers,
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ratio of soft wood to hard wood, fiber size and size distribution, filler content
effect, formation, and so on(3).
The porosity of the sheet is the ratio of pore volume to total volume and it
greatly affected many properties such as hardness compressibility, resiliency
and the ability to absorb inks. The permeability is an indicator that shows how
printing inks will penetrate and spread.
It was reported that many properties of coated paper can be improved by
optimizing coating pore structure (4).Recently, it was concluded(5) that the pore
volume in the top-coating determines the spreading of the micrometer silver ink
and coat air permeability is based exponentially on surface porosity.
Furthermore, the porosity distribution and surface roughness can mainly
influence paper-printing ink interactions(4).
The constancy of the printed image is a very vital measure for quality issue.
The approval of coated paper by printers is mainly based on its run-ability in the
printing process and its printability with respect to defects-free image. The
printability of paper is predominantly valuated by the surface of the coating, and
its chemical structure and topology distribution (6).
Printing parameters can be assessed by measuring optical, colorimetric and
mechanical properties. Printability is the consequence of interactions between
paper and both the printing ink and printing press (7).
Oil-based inks, as in our work, compared to water-based inks, does not lead
to a great harmful distortion on the paper surface and do not make a hazard for
health and the environment compared with solvent-based ones. The basic
mechanisms, control ink behavior on paper surfaces, are specifically,
penetration, fluid evaporation and swelling (8).
As far as the printing process is concerned, offset printing is more common.
Offset printing necessitates a particularly well bound coat due to significant
forces in the z-direction exerted by means of the highly viscous inks at the high
printing speeds of today. To satisfy these strength demands, large amount of
binder is essential. At the same time, the coating must be porous enough to
allow fast, controlled absorption of the printing ink keeping the print gloss
intact. In general, the coated paper must have acceptable stiffness, resistance to
blistering, good dimensional stability, high brightness, no or low yellowing
tendency, and good aging resistance(9).
This study aimed at preparation and characterization of styrene acrylate
copolymers to be applied in paper coating. Egyptian ground calcium carbonate
“GCC” was also investigated as a pigment. The evaluation was concerned with,
among others, mechanical properties; porosity and printability. For the first time, the
employed base papers for offset printing were recycled brown ones.
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Materials and Methods
Materials
Latex ingredients
Laboratory grade styrene (St), butyl acrylate (BuAc), acrylic acid (AA)
acrylamide (Am) monomers and potassium persulfate "KPS", supplied by
Sigma-Aldrich, Germany, were used as received. The surfactants, namely,
Nonyl phenol ethoxylated (NP30), sodium lauryl ether sulphate (SLS), cetyl
alcohol and texapon p. (Tex) were purchased from El-Gomhoria Company,
Egypt. Ammonium hydroxide and sodium acetate for pH control and regulation;
respectively, were obtained from El-Nasr for Chemical Industries, Egypt.
Base paper types and properties
Brown paper of basis weight 300g/m2, used for coating was100% recycled
fiber.
Pigments
The pigment used was ground calcium carbonate "GCC" slurry pigment was
purchased from Ascom Co., Egypt.
Specifications:

White powder dispersed in water "slurry dispersion ready to use".

70% solid content and 70% of the particles is smaller than 2µm.
Binders
1. Commercial latex binder VANCRYL PM 4050 (P) was supplied by
VAN Chem. Company, 6th October, Egypt.
2. Prepared binders:
Styrene butyl acrylate lattices with different molar ratios in presence of
different emulsifying systems are designated as C1 to C6whereacrylamide
modified copolymers are designated as D1 & D2 as represented in Table 1.
The number after the binder code denotes to the binder percentage. The solid
content of all prepared coating slurry formula was about 60%.
Polymerization technique
Polymerization procedure
Polymerization was carried out in 500ml 3-necked flask fitted with reflux
condenser, thermometer and a mechanical stirrer. The temperatures of
homogenization and polymerization were 25 and 80ºC, respectively and
nitrogen was purged during the polymerization step.
During the process, the surfactant quantity was divided into two parts,
namely, A and B with the ratio of 1:3 and the process included the following
steps:
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1. Part A, containing styrene and butyl acrylate, was emulsified in a little
amount of de-ionized water and homogenized for 15-20 min at speed 3500 rpm
in order to form pre-emulsion C.
2. 10% of C was seeded to the reactor, containing part B; de-ionized water and
pH regulator, for the duration of 15min with low speed mechanical agitator
(80 rpm) and at 80ºC. The allowed time for micelle formation was an
additional 15 min.
3. Acrylic acid and acrylamide monomers were added to the remainder of part
C (90%), under the homogenizer for 5-10 min.
4. Afterward, this acidic emulsion was added to the reactor through dropping
funnel in 150 min.
5. In steps 2 & 4, a continuous dropping of the initiator solution was performed
in the reactor.
6. At the end of addition of all ingredients, polymerization was allowed to
continue for additional 2hr then the reaction, mixture was cooled to 50˚C
and subsequently neutralized with aqueous ammonium hydroxide to reach
pH value of 8.
Latex formulation
TABLE 1. Formulation of the prepared latexes.
Run
Components
(wt. %)

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

D1

D2

St

23

25

27

23

25

27

23

23

BuAc

27

25

23

27

25

23

27

27

SLS

1

1

1

-

-

-

1

-

Tex

-

-

-

1

1

1

-

1

NP30

-

-

-

0.2

0.2

0.2

-

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

-

-

-

0.2

-

Cetyl alcohol

KPS (0.75%); AA (4%); sodium acetate (0.6%), temperature 80̊ C, pH 8.5, feed rate 1.38 ml/min,
and the initial components content was 50%. In case of D1 and D2, acrylamide was (0.4%).

Characterization
Latex
The prepared copolymers were investigated by the following measurements:
dry solid content, viscosity, wet coagulum, particle size and zeta potential.
The particle size and particle size distribution of the prepared polymer
samples were defined by dynamic light scattering using Malvern Zetasizernano,
UK. The same instrument was used to measure the zeta potential values of the
prepared polymers in the range between -200 and +200mV. The solid content of
the prepared polymers was determined gravimetrically at 105 ºC(10).
Coating color formulation
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Table 2 represents formulation of the prepared binders C2, D1 and D2 and
commercial binder P with different using binder ratio 10%, 12%, 14%, 16%
using GCC pigment and other additives and applied using film application for
coating of recycled paper.
TABLE 2. Formulations of the prepared and commercial binder using GCC
pigment.

F

F

F

F

G

G

G

G

H

H

H

H

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

C2

10

-

-

-

12

-

-

-

14

-

-

D1

-

10

-

-

-

12

-

-

-

14

D2

-

-

10

-

-

-

12

-

-

P

-

-

-

10

-

-

-

12

Pigment CaCO3 88

88

88

88

86

86

86

86

Formula
Ingredients

I1

I2

I3

I4

-

16

-

-

-

-

-

-

16

-

-

-

14

-

-

-

16

-

-

-

-

14

-

-

-

16

84

84

84

84

Binder

82 82 82 82

Additives Dispersing agent 0.1, antifoam 0.5, NH4OH pH control at 8.5. All ingredients weighted in grams.
-

All formulations have pH 8.5.
The solid content of all formulation was 58-62% and viscosity range 800-1200 cp.

Coated papers
Base paper and coated papers properties were determined after conditioning
at 25°C and 65% relative humidity for 24h. All paper properties were evaluated
using TAPPI and ISO standard methods.
Water absorbency of paper (Cobb Value) is defined as the amount of water
absorbed in a given time by one side of a unit area of paper or board placed
horizontally under a head of one centimeter water. This test was performed
according to TAPPI T 441-m-45(11) and ASTM D 2045-647(12).
Air resistance, is the resistance to the passage of air, offered by the paper
structure, when a pressure difference exists across the boundaries of the
specimen. It is quantified by obtaining the time for a given volume of air to flow
though a specimen of given dimensions under a specified pressure, pressure
difference, temperature, and relative humidity. This method was used to
measure the air resistance of approximately 6.45 cm2 circular area of paper,
using a pressure differential of 1.22kp according to Tappi standard test method
T460 om-02(13). The instrument used was W&L .E Gurley densometer Troy,
N.Y .USA. Gloss describes the mirror-like property of a coated surface and is
defined as the percentage of the light that is reflected from the surface at an
angle equal to the angle of incidence, in comparison with a standard surface.
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Paper gloss was measured by micro gloss meter at angle 75 ◦. The test was
performed according to the TAPPI T480, OM-92(14).
Tensile strength can be defined as the maximum tensile stress developed in a
test specimen before rupture under prescribed conditions. The tensile tester,
model PAP-2065, conformed to international standard TAPPI T 494-cm-92(15)
was used.
Crush tester measures the maximum compressive force that a test piece will
sustain without being crushed, the test piece being in the form of a cylinder,
standing in one end, and the force being applied to the other end under specified
conditions. The apparatus conforms to international standard TAPPI T 822-om-93.
Burst is the resistance of paper to puncture. Bursting pressure is applied by
rubber diaphragm at controlled increasing rate across 30.5mm paper diameter.
Bursting strength tester is intended for measuring the bursting strength of strong
Kraft paper and board by submitting it to an increasing uniform hydraulic
pressure. This instrument is reliable and conforms to the international standard
BS 3137, ISO 2758, TAPPI T 403(16) OS-76 and TAPPI T OM-85.
Printing process
Coated paper was printed with IGT printability tester according to ISO
2834-1(2006)(17). Test strips were of length 315mm and width 30mm. An offset
ink supplied by Paint and Chemical Industries Company “Pachin”, Egypt, was
used.
A sufficient amount of ink was applied to the IGT inking unit and
distributed uniformly on different rolls of the inking unit. The printing disc was
cleaned after printing each strip using a solvent (cyclohexanone). For each type
of paper sheets, a series of strips was printed with the same ink. The prints were
allowed to air-dry over night. Various reflectance values on the test strips were
measured using densitometer in order to evaluate print density and print gloss.
The reflectance was measured by Spectroeye apparatus, X.rite Company, USA.
An average of five measurements was recorded for each printed strip.
The obtained data in this work represents the average of 10 readings. The
average, the standard deviation, and the relative error were computed using
standard statistics.
Results and Discussion
Characterization of the prepared latexes
The following Table 3 represents the measured physical properties of assynthesized emulsions and the commercial polymer (P). Stability of lattices
was carried out in an accelerating test for periods six month and three years.
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TABLE 3. Physical properties of the prepared emulsions and the commercial polymer (P).
Run
Property
Solid content (%)
Wet coagulum 100
mesh, (g/l)
Particle size (nm)
Viscosity (cP)
Zeta potential (mV)
Storage stability at
25oC for 3 years
(shelf-life
of
the
product)
Storage stability 37oC
for 6 months

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

D1

D2

P

46.8

48.9

47

46.8

47.9

48.8

48.6

48.8

50

1.7

0.8

0.8

1.2

0.8

1.3

0.6

0.8

-

99
295
-46

98
260
-42

90
164
-67

115
159
-32

120
140
-35

229
180
-46

80
400
-69

100
350
-54

95
500
-55

pass

pass

pass

pass

pass

pass

pass

pass

pass

pass

pass

pass

pass

pass

pass

pass

pass

pass

The solid content had somewhat constant value which can be attributed to
the complete polymerization of the monomers that had initial constant molar
ratio.
The solid content and coagulum of the prepared copolymers were
determined gravimetrically and recorded in Table 3, the low coagulum values
may indicate that the primary particles were well protected by surfactant
molecules from the beginning of polymerization. Particle aggregation, if any,
was almost restricted.
It is worth mentioning that high solid content 50% and low coagulum were
the main request in production of styrene/butyl acrylate carboxylic acid
emulsion on a large scale for paper coating applications(18).
Particle size directly has an impact on the physical stability of emulsions, i.e.
the smaller the dispersed particles, the more stable the system is. Consequently,
the particles must be small to permit a film formation around the droplets in the
dispersed phase. Reduced particle size lets more particles to be distributed on
the boundary, yielding a more stable emulsion (19).
The high solid content and the low coagulum together with the small particle
size prove the stability prepared polymers.
It is obvious that C1 had high viscosity and low particle size, but C2 is the
more stable "high –ve value of zeta potential". The presence of acrylic acid
enhanced viscosity due to hydrogen bonding(20).The particle size of the prepared
latexes was small and the viscosity of the prepared lattices was proportionally
increased with decreasing particle size which in turn decreased by increasing
the surfactant concentration. The prepared lattices had narrow particle size
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distribution (164-295) nm in case of using system of surfactant consist of SLS &
cetyl alcohol surfactant system, while it was (140-159) nm in case of using
texapon & NP30 surfactant system.
The results of this study help to predict the stability behavior of emulsions
prepared by analyzing their zeta potential.
Normally, emulsions that have ξ zeta potentials higher than +30mV or lower
than -30mV are considered stable(21). Therefore, it can be considered that all
prepared emulsions had good stability.
Fortunately, increasing zeta potential is a driving force to prevent particles
from stacking; leading to the creation of nano scale stable particles
The number of micelles increased with the increasing surfactant content, there
for more sites for polymerization occurred and smaller particle size of latexes
formed. The surfactant was useful to control the particle size of latexes (22).
Increasing of styrene content enhanced the stability with respect to the
measured zeta potential.
The values obtained by measuring the zeta potential of the prepared latexes
help to predict the stability of the prepared emulsion. There is a direct
relationship between zeta potential and emulsion concentration. The values of
zeta potential in range (-46: -35) meaning that the prepared emulsion latexes are
stable and this can be proved by low coagulum values of emulsion latex.
Stability testing is an integral part of emulsion development work. The
emulsion formulator is generally concerned with understanding the effects of
storage and shipping conditions on shelf-life which may include extremes of
temperatures and exposure to sunlight, vibration and humidity. Accordingly,
formulations were stored under standardized test conditions and carefully
examined at periodic intervals in compliance with applicable ICH guidelines.
Fortunately, the prepared binders had the same shelf stability compared to the
commercial one exploring no coagulation
Coated papers characterization
Water absorption measurements (Cobb60 values)
The water absorption capacity of coated paper, well-ordered by ratio of polymer
and the type of pigment in coating recipe, indicates the paper resistance to water.
Figure 1 shows Cobb60 value (g/m2) for different polymer content. The blank
samples were coated with the commercial binder at different pigment ratio.
The absorptivity of base paper was clearly reduced by the applied coatings
and this coincides with the observation of Wang et al. (23).
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10%

12%

16%
14%
Fig.1. Cobb60 values of coated paper using formulations based on 10%,12%,14%,16%
binder ratio of prepared and commercial binder.

Also, it can be noted that lowest Cobb60 values, (in range of 30g/m2), were
obtained for papers coated with the highest polymer concentration. This is due
to the hydrophobic nature of polymers used relative to the hydrophilic nature of
paper. To conclude, the hydrophobicity can be considered a first barrier against
water uptake.
To conclude, the prepared latex polymer (D2) had better resistance to water
than the commercial one. This property was achieved at 16% polymer. These
promising results can tightly be correlated with print quality, printability and
productivity as it can be seen in the following sections. Moreover, from the
economical point of view, the ink consumption can be reduced by applying our
formula relative to the commercial one and last of all, low viscous ink can be
applied. It is a matter of cost saving in printing industry.
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Porosity (air resistance of paper)
Generally, coating the base substrate reduces the air permeability which can
improve the coating coverage of the pre-coated paper, especially at low coat
weights (24). Figure 2 represents the air permeability (ml/min)/area of 1.0 (standard)
square inch for coated paper coated with (F), (G), (H) and (I) formulations.

Fig. 2. Porosity of coated paper using different formulation of C2, D1, D2 and
commercial binder.

The air permeability is strongly dependent on pigment type. Usage of GCC made
many surface pores visible on the coating layer.
The comparable air permeability values with respect to the blank suggest that the
prepared latexes had a talented economic value for printing as it has just been
observed for Cobb60 values.
Gloss measurements
The top layer changes the chemical and morphological surface features and
determines the final surface properties such as water resistance, compatibility,
print quality and optical appearance. Gloss is one of the basic surface
characteristics as it strongly affects the visual perception (25).
Figure 3 represents the specular gloss values at 75°C for samples coated
with binders C2; D1 and D2 compared with commercial binder (P) at different
concentrations.
At all binder ratios and types, the gloss of coated papers was higher than
uncoated (base) paper. Thus the improvement was 100%. D1 gave the highest
gloss value in case of 10%; this may be due to the used emulsifier system and
acrylamide modification. All the prepared binders and commercial binder gave
somewhat same gloss value.
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10%

12%

14%

16%

Fig. 3. Gloss of coated paper using formulations based on 10%, 12%, 14%, 16%
binder ratio compared with B “base paper”.

The gloss of C2 formulations with higher styrene content had approximately the
same values compared with other corresponding formula although it was postulated
that the gloss may depend inversely on the styrene content in the styrene-maleic
anhydride copolymer coatings(26).
These promising results could pave the road for our formula to be applied in
the coating process.
Mechanical properties of coated paper
High mechanical properties are usually required to maintain packaging
integrity during shipping, handling and storage.
During this study, three tests were carried out to assist the mechanical
properties of coated paper, namely, tensile strength, ring crush and burst strength
tests.
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Tensile strength is dependent on the strength and length of fibers, especially the
inter- fiber bonding strength (27).
It is worth to mention that ring crush test has a strong historical footing and has
been the default test for evaluating paper compression strength for the paper (28).
Burst testing is the method used to estimate the usability and behavior of paper
when perpendicular forces act on the surface. It can indicate the resistance to rupture
of paper materials(29).The burst strength is highly related to the strength of fiber
bonding in paper making. This is due to the penetration of coating binder into the
fibers arrangement and the resemblance of the chemical structure between binder
and cellulose fibers which has higher compatibility (30).
The ring crush correlated with compressive deformation, where the burst test
associated with breakdown fibers.
Figures 4, 5 and 6 represent the above mentioned mechanical parameters for
coated brown substrates.

Tensile MD
Tensile CD
Fig. 4. Machine direction (MD) and cross direction (CD) tensile strength of coated
paper.

RCT MD
RCT CD
Fig. 5. Machine direction (MD) and cross direction (CD) ring crush of coated paper.
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Fig. 6.Burst strength of coated paper.

MD tensile strength, as shown in Fig. 4, the more binder ratio, the more
tensile strength is. C2 and D1 gave excellent results compared with D2 and
commercial binder P in MD, however, C2 gave the highest tensile strength in
CD compared with the synthesized polymers. The improvement ratio ~ 5-8%
in MD in tensile strength and ~ 20-30% in CD in tensile strength compared
with that of the uncoated paper.
On behave of ring crush test in MD and CD, Fig. 5 shows that:
1. Increasing binder ratio led to increasing the RCT values.
2. Formulations using C2 gave the highest MD RCT.
3. Formulations using D2 gave the highest CD RCT.
With respect to bursting strength values shown in Fig. 6, the binder ratio
was in a direct relationship with the burst strength.
With each sample was performed in the machine and cross direction
tensile strength. The machine direction tensile strength is notably higher
because of the formation of fibers and the fiber bonds have more strength in
machine direction.
Results showed that tensile strength has the best correlation with all
strength properties of paper, i.e., bursting strength and ring crush. The higher
the tensile strength, the higher will be the resistance against machine breaks.
Furthermore coated paper proved to be the type of paper grade that has the
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strongest resistance against the failure during the processed at coating
machine or printed through printing machine (31).
These results are in agreement with those obtained by Zakaria et al. (30)
who utilized chitosan as paper coating. In our case, the acrylic acid has
occupied the pores and some of them adhered only on the surface. This may
be due to the chemical similarities between cellulose and acrylic acid which
enhanced the strength of fiber matrixes via hydrogen bonding.
Printability of coated paper “Evaluation of print quality” (gloss and density)
In the coating process and in later printing stage, the size and shape of the
pigment particles is very important. The gloss of a coated sheet is correlated
with the fibers coverage caused by the coating, particularly on the tops of the
fibers, and on the roughness of the coating. The latter has two most important
components which unite to create the surface topography that influences
gloss. Firstly, the pigment particles donate to the small-scale micro-roughness
by asset of their size and shape, and the packing method on the paper surface.
Secondly, the base-paper fibers lying below the coating affect the surface
roughness, particularly at low coat weight, due to absence of complete
matching between the small amount of coating and the size and shape of the
fibers (32).
Print quality is expressed by sharpness of image, color, tone, gloss, print
density and the uniformity of these properties (33).
The amount of specular gloss is based on the surface structure and porosity
of substrate while the print density is symbolic of a higher thickness of ink
layer, which is itself a consequence of the wider coating network besides the
stronger bonding between paper and ink (34).
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the print quality of coating formulas utilizing
the prepared and commercial binder. Middle quality sheet fed offset ink red
was used with average gloss 40-50 for the printing process while its print
density was of 1.5-1.8. Many points can be highlighted as follows:







Print gloss and print density were highly and directly correlated. This
may be explained as low print gloss is an evident of a rough print surface
and this indicates that the print density is also low, leading to both image
and color reproduction poorness (7).
Increasing the binder ratio enhanced the gloss values.
The print density ranged from 2.0 to 2.5compared with 1.5 and 2 which
were reported for the uncoated and coated papers, respectively (35).
The maximum gloss value (33) was obtained for 14% C2.
The maximum print density values (2.4) were obtained for 16% C2 and
D2.
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Coated recycled brown base paper gave promising results with respect to
print quality; taking into consideration that for the printing quality
purposes, offset printing is usually performed on coated virgin pulp
white base paper.

Fig.7. Print gloss of coated paper.

Fig. 8. Print density of coated paper.

Conclusion
The water absorption of coated papers was 30gm/m2 compared with
35gm/m2 for the commercial one. This means that ink consumption can be
decreased by ≈30% in concert with the possibility of usage of low viscous ink.
Gloss of coated papers was upgraded to more than double that of base ones. Air
flow meter values indicated that paper surface porosity decreased considerably
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when the paper was coated with prepared styrene butyl acrylate, due to forming
of a continuous coating layer. The burst strength; ring crush and the tensile
strength for the coated papers were simultaneously improved compared with the
commercial ones. The printability of coated papers was as well superior to the
commercial one; this can evidently reduce the economic cost of the printing
process.
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دهانات جديده للورق البنى المعاد تدويره
حازم محمد صالح الشريف ،عبدالرحمن مختار ناصرر* ،احمرد امرماع ح حنر ن،
حماده عبد الوهاب* ،محمد بن ونى غازى* و عالء الدموقى الن د
قسمما بلمرامموبل خبلات ممم ل – بلاوكمما بلمممللب لرمومملس خا قسمما بل ا م –كر م
بلعرلم –ج لع بالزهو-بلم هوه -لصو

تستتدم لستورم ل بالست وين بكويررك كل بلل او ح ل بش ل كم و فب تطم ق
طال بللرق خيسها ذبلك فب بلاو فظه عرب بلم ئه.تا تو و بنلبع لتترفه لن
لستورم ل بالست وين بكويرك ختا عال توك م ل ق س ه لنه فب خجلد بلات ب
بنسب لتترفه ختا تطم مه عرب خرق بنب لع د تدخيوه لن بجل توديد بلطال
بالكثو كف ه.كا تات بي دربس بل ن تطم ق كوبلن ل بل لس لم بلاصويه
فب طال بللرق كمديل لر خل ن بلاستلرد  .ختا دربس ت ث و هذه بلاستورم ل عرب
بلتلبص بلا ن ه,بلتص ص بلا ه ,نف ذي بلهلب ,بلراعه خق بر بلطم عه.ك ن
بلتص ص بلا لن بللرق بلاطرب  30جا/م 2لم رن ب  35جا/م 2لنلع ل دة
بلوبط بلتج رى خهذب يعنب بن بستهالك بلومو يا ن بن ينتفض بنسم %30لع
بل ن بستتدبم حمو له لاخجه لنتف ه.تا توس ن بلراعه لرلرق بلاطرب إلب بكثو
لن ضعف درج بلراعه لرلرق غ و بلاطرب .قلة بالنفج ر خبلشوق بلورمب خقلة
بلشد لرلرق بلاغطب تا توس نها ب لام رنه ب للرق بلاغطب ب ستتدبم ل دة بلوبط
بلتج رى .كذبلك بلم بر ه لرطم عه لرلرق بلاطرب توسنت ب لام رنه ب للرق بلاطرب
ب ستتدبم ل دة بلوبط بلتج رى .خكل هذب لن ش نه تمر ل بلت رفه بإلقتص ديه لعار
بلطم عه
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